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Major Billy to Mom Control:
Ready to blast off. I’m

Mom Control to
Major Billy:

Prepare for
departure.

Flying
Free!
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the obvious. “Brush your teeth.”
“Wash your hands.” “Flush the toilet.”
othérhOod
“Don’t sit onhas
your
trainsd
brother’s
me to
head.”
state
These phrases just roll off my tongue, as though
I’ve been saying them for years.
1 now understand why moms are accused of
nagging. Our children train us to repeat these
obvious phrases so they don’t have to think about
their mundane tasks.
When it comes to fashion, I don’t mind offer
ing a few suggestions. “You’ll be too warm in that
jacket.” “Why aren’t you wearing socks?” Those are
reasonable reminders.
But there is one simple clothing requirement
that feels too obvious to mention, One question
that makes me doubt my core competency as a
mom. “Are you wearing underwear?”
Yet during the stage of a boy’s life where he
prefers to fly free, I’ve learned that the underwear
reminder is sadly essential, And in its absence,
strange things can happen, as illustrated by the fol
lowing real-life experiences.
On a ridiculously long trip to Montreal, I heard
wailing from a boy claiming to have booster seat
wrinkle lines on his bum. Confused as to how
booster seat wrinkles could penetrate multiple layers
of clothing, I asked a probing, “Are you wearing
underwear?” Judging from the pregnant silence,
the answer was abundantly clear. Then I heard an

older sibling offer him the very underwear he was
wearing. To. Make. It. Stop. The younger sibling
shockingly agreed to accept his brother’s underwear
offering and settled into booster seat bliss, no longer
troubled by a wrinkly bum.
That happened because one mom forgot to ask
the obvious before they left home.
When I single-handedly took three little boys to
a doctor’s office for annual check-ups, the doctor
asked my oldest boy to strip down to his underwear.
To put him at ease, the doctor commented on his
ultra-cool camouflage undies.
When the doctor left the room to let the next
boy undress to his underwear, she missed his panicstricken face. It’s hard to strip down to something
you are not currently wearing.
The same underwear hero offered up his own
camouflage underwear, this time to preserve the
family’s reputation. And when the doctor reap
peared, she saw the ultra-cool camouflage under
wear (again) and said,
look
you have the
same underwear as your brother.”
That simple sentence was truer than she ever
knew! Talk about inadvertently stating the obvious!
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